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Introduction
Project Summary
The Polyver Project is an idea born from the curiosity of a few students who
wondered what the interaction between a physical person and a rover as the host
of random internet users would look like. It is also an experiment to enhance the
exploration of real world sites in real time while also having the power of
interaction.

Goals and Objectives
The goal of the Polyver Project is to build the foundation for a system that can serve
as the interface between the internet and a fleet of rovers. Each rover is equipped
with at least a camera, microphone, and a speaker that can enable it to be used to
interact with people and tour the area it was deployed in. The project serves as
both a unique social interaction tool and an interesting experiment where distances
become irrelevant and anyone in the world with a decent internet connection can
have the opportunity to experience an area without being anywhere near it.

Outcomes and Deliverables
By the end of Spring of 2022, the team was able to develop a working prototype
that met not all the goals and objectives, but the majority of them. The team was
able to deliver a working system and a functional rover with the following
capabilities:
● A user is able to drive the rover remotely
● The rover is able to stream video and audio to the frontend application
● GPS coordinates are acquired and sent to the system by the rover and the
frontend is able graphically display the position of the rover
● New rovers join the system as long as they register a unique name on the
backend. At the moment, the registration process is manual and requires
inserting an item into the database
Additionally we will provide detailed documentation on the design and
implementation of our project, allowing for a seamless transition should another
team continue our work at a later date. We believe it has a strong future and we
want to see it succeed well past our time working on it.
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Design & Development
Frontend Application
The frontend application is a server-side rendered web application built using
next.js, an open-source server-side web development framework that makes use of
the React library.
React is a javaScript library for building user interfaces in components that manage
their own state.

Figure 1: Diagram of the component tree of the frontend application
The diagram in Figure 1 demonstrates all the components used in this app and how
components are reused within other components. Each component is composed of
a .js file which defines all the logic, state, and UI structure of the component and a
.scss file which is used to style the component to look visually appealing.
The design of the application is composed of three distinct pages. All the pages are
listed in more detail in the sections below.
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Home Page

Figure 2: Screenshot of the homepage
The homepage displays the available rovers in the system. If a rover is available, the
panel with the time slot and queue size will be populated as seen in Figure 2 with
Dr. Polyver.
When clicking on an available rover, you will be taken to the rover page for that
rover which is explained more in detail in the below section on “Rover Page”.
The homepage is statically rendered, meaning that some portions of the website
were rendered beforehand. However, certain parts of the page are rendered on the
client side, such as the current up to date data displayed in the panel displaying the
time slot and queue size.
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About Page

Figure 3: Screenshot of the about page
The about us page is a simple short overview and description about our project.
Rover Page

Figure 4: Screenshot of a rover page under the “join” state
The rover page is the most important page of the app. Each rover has its own rover
page that is generated dynamically from the database. When looking at the url of
the rover page, you will see that it comes in this format: “/rover/{rover_name}”.
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When the page is first loaded, it displays a server-rendered page with all the static
data related to the rover, data that is static and never changes such as the rover
name or twitch stream id. Once the page is fully loaded, client side code will request
up to date data from the database to update the UI with.
The rover page also makes heavy use of our backend APIs. It has three distinct
states local to it.
The first state is the “join” state which displays the UI necessary to prompt the user
to join the queue. In the case they do decide to join the queue by clicking the join
button, the state will change into the “inqueue” state which should display the
updated UI that includes the current queue size and the user’s position in it.

Figure 5: the rover page under the “inqueue” state
The inqueue state also prompts the user to cancel, which takes them back to the
join state, but they can wait until it is their turn, which is expected to happen when
the user’s turn arrives, and in that case it changes into the “controller” state.

Figure 6: the rover page under the “controller” state
The controller state enables the user to control the rover directly through a control
pad UI or the WASD keyboard buttons. It establishes communication with the rover
through the mqtt protocol as soon as the state is changed into the controller state.
The state will only last for as long as the timer runs, after that, the system
automatically changes back to the join state.
Run App Locally
Instructions on how to set up and run the frontend application are in the readme
file of the github repo for this project. Below is the url to the repo:
https://github.com/polyver-project/polyver-app
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Backend
The backend is built entirely within the AWS environment. The project makes heavy
use of serverless and managed services offered by AWS which offers advantages of
lower costs, simpler operations, and scalability. The backend is composed of a
dynamoDB database, lambda serverless functions, cognito user pools, and IoT core.
Each of the aws services is discussed in more detail in the sections below.
Database
The project has a single database composed of a single table. DynamoDB is the
database used in this project; it is a noSQL database that holds resemblance to a
key-value pair database. Each item in the database has a partition key, which must
be present in the request for the item. Items also have an optional sort key that can
be used to selectively query data.
DynamoDB requires no schema, each item can have different attributes if needed.
Therefore, we had to design and standardize different schemas for different items
that served different purposes. We designed two different item schemas, one that
defines a rover and its metadata and another that defines a user in the queue.
Attribute Name

Attribute Description

Pk (partition key):
Str

Defines the rover name/id. Must be present when requesting
an item with this schema. E.g. “Dr. Polyver”

Sk (sort key): Str

Holds the string value “info”. This is used to define this type of
item and its how we differentiate between what different
items are.

controlled: Bool

Defines whether or not the rover is currently being controlled
by a user on the frontend.

fence: List[List[N]] Contains a list of lat and long pairs used to define the
geo-fence displayed on the frontend.
fencePicture:
List[List[N]]

Contains a list of lat and long pairs used to define the frame
in which the picture of location was taken. This is used to
calculate the reference point on the picture to help calculate
where the rover marker should be placed on the picture.

Isactive: Bool

Determines whether or not the rover page should be
rendered or not. UI renders accordingly, showing the
appropriate messages if false.
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Isinfo: Str

Equals “info”. This may seem redundant, but it is used in the
global secondary index, which copies the item and sets this as
the partition key. This is used in the homepage where only
the rover items are needed; this helps get all the rover items
in a single request.

Pos: List[N]

This contains the current coordinates of the rover. It is used
to display the rover marker on the frontend on top of the
geo-fence picture.

queuesize: N

The current size of the queue.

streamurl: Str

A string value used to construct the twitch url in the front
end. E.g. “calpolyver”

timeslot: N

The current time slot for the controller in seconds. E.g. 600
(“equals 10 minutes”)
Table 1: The data schema for the rover item

Attribute Name

Attribute Description

Pk (partition key):
Str

Defines the rover name/id. Must be present when requesting
an item with this schema. E.g. “Dr. Polyver”

Sk (sort key): Str

The sort key is a string that starts with “queue_” followed by
the timestamp on which the user was enqueued. The
database can sort the database using the timestamps, and
when a queue item is requested, the lowest timestamps are
returned first. E.g. queue_1654973924033

qpos: N

Integer representing the user position in the queue.

User_id: Str

Email that the user signed in with. Used to avoid multiple
queue positions taken by the same user.
Table 2: The data schema for the queue item

Global and local secondary indexes are built in features to DynamoDB that allows
for querying items from with attributes instead of using partition and sort keys.
Global secondary indexes (GSI) work by making copies of items where the partition
and/or sort keys are different from the original, therefore allowing the copy to be
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queried using different keys. Local secondary indexes (LSI) are identical with the
expectation that only the sort key be changed.
Index Name

Partition Key

Sort Key

isinfo-index

isinfo (String)

-

queue_user

pk (String)

user_id (String)

Table 3: Definitions of the GSIs
Our design makes use of two global secondary indexes shown on Table 3. The
isinfo-index allows us to request only the items that have an attribute of “isinfo”,
which only the rover items have. This allows us to get all the rover items with a
single request to the GSI. The queue_user GSI allows us to selectively query for the
queue item of a specific user. Without that GSI, the process to access a user’s queue
item would require reading all queue items and filtering for the single item that had
the desired user_id.
NOTE: queue_user would have been a more efficient and cost effective solution if it
was a LSI. The reason why it isn’t that is because this implementation was designed
long after the database was created. You can only create LSIs during the creation
process, while GSIs can be created anytime after creation.
Computing
The frontend application and the APIs used to access the database are all locally
hosted and tested during development on a local computer. The application has
not been deployed publicly yet and no solution to do so has been designed or
implemented yet. However, there is some computing happening on the backend
that is crucial for the operation of the system.
The system makes use of AWS’s serverless lambda functions. There are two lambda
functions that are utilized purely as a reaction to certain events:
● polyver_update_timeslot
○ Triggered when a queue item is added or removed from the database
○ Updates a rover’s queue size and time slot based on the queue size
○ Also updates the queue item’s qpos if an item ahead of it in the queue
was deleted
● polyver_update_gps
○ Triggered when an mqtt message is published to the telemetry topic
○ Updates the pos attribute of a rover item. Expects the message’s
payload to include gps coordinates
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The source code to both functions can be accessed from the following url:
https://github.com/polyver-project/Polyver_lambda_functions
Authentication
This section will discuss the authentication process of users into the application and
not the authentication process of the clients of the backend. Backend clients such
as the rover and the frontend app are authenticated via certificates that are
downloaded directly from AWS.
The entire authentication process is handled by an AWS service called Cognito. Its
able to handle all the following:
●
●
●
●
●

Storing user data
Workflow of signing in and out
Creating new users and verifying them via a code sent to their email
Resolving “forgot password” situations
Building the UI to facilitate the above features

The integration of cognito within the frontend was very smooth. A package called
NextAuth.js was used to handle the auth state in the application and it came with
prebuilt support for cognito.
Iot Core
Communication between the raspberry pi and web app is done through AWS IoT
Core. IoT Core uses the MQTT protocol and clients such as the pi can receive and
send messages with minimal resources. Clients are able to subscribe to a topic
which allows them to act as a listener and receive messages from any client
(including itself) that publishes to the same topic. In Figure 7, the Raspberry Pi
subscribed to the topic Dr.Polyver/Command. The web app publishes to the same
topic, Dr.Polyver/Command, with the message ‘left’. The Pi receives this message
and parses the command.

Figure 7: MQTT Flow Diagram for Commands
We also used IoT Core to send coordinates from the GPS Module to the Raspberry
Pi to the web app as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: MQTT Flow Diagram for Telemetry

IoT Core is a great service because they provide a test client where we can publish
and subscribe to topics without having the clients setup as shown in Figure 9. This
allowed us to test the web app and Pi separately and allowed us to integrate
smoothly.

Figure 9: IoT Core Test Client

Video Streaming
Twitch
We used Twitch to live stream video from the Raspberry Pi. Twitch was chosen
because they are well known so this platform could give our project more attention.
It also has a chat option so that people who are not controlling the robot can still
engage. The first step is to make a Twitch account if you do not already have one.
After logging into an account, press the profile picture icon then Creater DashBoard
as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Twitch Homepage Navigation

From there, the primary stream key can be obtained by pressing Settings then
Stream. This key will allow the Pi to know where to send the Twitch stream.

OBS Studio
Please note, this is meant to be installed on a Raspberry Pi 4 as the Pi 3 is known to
be unstable. Also, setting up a graphical user interface for the Pi is recommended.
We used a VNC viewer to interface the Pi, but you may choose a different program
if you please. Another requirement is to connect a USB-webcam, preferably with a
microphone.
The first step is to launch a terminal and download the prerequisites for OBS
Studio. The command to do so is in Appendix A. The next step is to download an
encoder for audio. This can be done by running the commands in Appendix B in
order. We are now ready for OBS Studio to be installed by running the command in
Appendix C. After the download has completed, change directories into the folder
that was just installed. To install, run the commands in Appendix D in order. Now,
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OBS-Studio is ready to run. With the GUI, it can be run by pressing the Raspberry
Icon in the top-left, sound & video, and OBS Studio in that order.
The first time you run the program, there will be a setup wizard where you can
enter the primary stream key you obtained from your Twitch account. If there is not
a setup guide, the key can also be entered into the Stream section within settings.
To enable the recording from the camera, go to the main menu of OBS and press
the + underneath Sources. Then select V4L2 and reboot OBS. After restarting, you
should see a video from your webcam on the main menu. If your webcam has
audio, the Mic section under Audio Mixer should display movement as the
microphone hears audio. Everything is now set up to send the stream to your
Twitch channel. Click Start Streaming on the right side under Controls. People will
now be able to see your stream from your channel on Twitch.
If you notice the program is laggy, it is recommended to enable OpenGL. This can
be done by opening a terminal and entering the command ‘sudo raspi-config’. From
there, select Advanced Options, OpenGL, then Fake-KMS. There are other options
after selecting OpenGL, but this one worked best for us. A reboot is required to
enable this setting.

GPS
For GPS functionality, we decided to go for the NEO-6m GPS module and later
upgraded the default antenna to the Taoglas AA.162.301111.

Figure 11: GPS Module interfaced with Arduino UNO
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We used a Superbat 3" U.fl/IPEX Cable Mini PCI to SMA Female connector to
connect the antenna to the GPS module. We settled on this module specifically
because it had compatibility with both an Arduino Uno and Mega. This way, it could
be tested on the Uno while the main development remained uninterrupted on the
Mega.

Figure 12: Taoglas antenna and PCI to SMA Female Connector
The Global Positioning System (GPS) makes use of at least 24 satellites and signal
transmission to determine the user’s exact location. A GPS receiver must lock on to
at least 3 satellites to determine one’s 2-D position and with four or more satellites,
it can even determine the altitude. Since our GPS setup is very low-end, we
optimized it to get an accuracy of 2 meters in optimal weather conditions and
minimal obstructions.
The libraries we made use of to achieve the best functionality were the
SoftwareSerial and the TinyGPS++ library. Following is a wiring diagram (and pinout)
that best depicts our setup:
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Figure 13: Wiring Diagram and Pinout for our GPS setup
We use the Analog pins 4 and 5 on the UNO for serial communication with the
module. We found this to make the transmission and receiving speed faster than
just connecting the default RX and TX pins on the UNO/MEGA. Finally we buffed up
the output to 20 significant figures to get the maximum accuracy in location
coordinates.
Some additional capabilities of the TinyGPS++ library that we discovered (and may
include in potential future plans) were the ability to determine the speed of the
robot, the date and time, and the distance from any reference location on the
planet.

Structures
The structure of the robot is the foundation upon which the fleet will be built on.
The system is adaptable to any structural design with only the embedded software
needing tweaks. As such, our first prototype design was left up to a small poll.

Figure 14: Robot design poll
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The poll resulted in the “Droid” design winning. Another design choice made
particular for this project was the selection of material that was used to build the
robot. We had a limited amount of time and budget to work with, which
constrained our choices of material. As such, it was decided that the larger
structural pieces would be made out of wood while 3D printed PLA used for the
smaller more complicated geometries. We had access to a PLS6.150d laser cutter
and various 3D printers at the school's machine shop which facilitated the build
greatly. After finalizing these decisions, the robot design was modeled in Fusion
360.

Figure 15: Fusion 360 Droid Design

Figure 15 shows the final model with the large structural pieces being made out of ¼
inch T plywood. The head and certain connectors were 3D printed out of PLA. After
thorough review of design, dimensions, component feasibility, etc., it was finally
time to manufacture.

Hardware
Hardware consistent with all the major electrical and mechanical components
needed to get the robot to actually move. Our local roboticist Dr. John Seng gave us
great recommendations on practically every part of the robot. With his suggestions
in mind we settled on the following parts.
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Item

Purchased
By

Quantity

Pololu

https://ww
w.pololu.co
m/product/
4885

Diego
Andrade

1

$34.95

$34.95

Pololu

https://ww
w.pololu.co
m/product/
4846

Diego
Andrade

2

$36.95

$73.90

Pololu

https://ww
w.pololu.co
m/product/
2960

Diego
Andrade

1

$4.95

$4.95

Pololu

https://ww
w.pololu.co
m/product/
2520

Diego
Andrade

1

$19.95

$19.95

Pololu

https://ww
w.pololu.co
m/product/
3283

Diego
Andrade

2

$12.95

$25.90

Home
Depot

https://ww
w.homede
pot.com/p/
Everbilt-2-i
n-Soft-Rub
ber-Swivel
-Plate-Cas
ter-with-90
-lb-Load-R
ating-4947
7/2036610
54#overlay

Diego
Andrade

2

$4.69

$9.38

Distributor

Link

Price

Total

Drive
47:1 Metal Gearmotor
25Dx67L mm LP 12V with 48
CPR Encoder
75:1 Metal Gearmotor
25Dx69L mm HP 12V with 48
CPR Encoder

BD65496MUV Single Brushed
DC Motor Driver Carrier

Dual TB9051FTG Motor Driver
Shield for Arduino

Scooter/Skate Wheel
200×30mm - Black

2 in. Soft Rubber Swivel Plate
Caster with 90 lb. Load Rating

608 Bearing

8

Shaft 8mm x 110mm

2

M3 Bolt

12

19

M3 Hex Nut

12

M6 x 20mm Bolt

16

M6 Hex Nut

16

M6 Wide Washers

8

Subtotal

$169.03

Body
https://ww
w.acehard
ware.com/
departmen
ts/buildingsupplies/lu
mber-and-t
rim/plywoo
d/5072194

1

$39.99

$39.99

https://ww
w.homede
pot.com/p/
1-8-in-x-1-i
n-Stainless
-Cotter-Pin
s-3-Piece1/8 in. x 1 in. Stainless Cotter
812688/20
Pins (3-Piece)
Homedepo 4276285

1

$1.26

$1.26

1

$23.99

$23.99

4 ft. W X 4 ft. L X 0.25 in. T
Plywood

Hatchbox 1.75 White PLA

Ace

Amazon

https://ww
w.amazon.
com/HATC
HBOX-3DFilament-D
imensional
-Accuracy/
dp/B00J0
GMMP6/re
f=sr_1_3?
keywords=
pla+white+
1.75&qid=
16494474
84&sprefix
=pla+wh%
2Caps%2
C187&sr=
8-3
Alla Alamsi
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Subtotal

$65.24

Electronics

GPS module

Amazon

https://ww
w.amazon.
com/gp/pr
oduct/B07
P8YMVNT
/ref=ppx_y
o_dt_b_asi
n_title_o00
_s00?ie=U
TF8&psc=
1
Alla Alamsi

1

$11.59

$11.59

Amazon

https://ww
w.amazon.
com/Blomi
ky-14-8V-B
attery-Cha
rger-Balan
ce/dp/B07
ZD6PZWN
/ref=sr_1_
6?crid=2V
NRBVKRE
4NHH&key
words=4s+
lipo+batter
y+charger
&qid=1645
937930&s
prefix=4s+l
ipo+batter
y+charger
%2Caps%
2C160&sr
=8-6
Alla Alamsi

1

$14.99

$14.99

Amazon

https://ww
w.amazon.
com/ZeeeConnectorQuadcopte
r-Airplane- Alla Alamsi

1

$45.99

$45.99

USB Webcam
Raspberry Pi 4
Arduino Mega

Lipo Battery Charge

14.8V 5200mAh 60C 4S Lipo
Battery
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Helicopter/
dp/B07NS
485G4/ref
=sr_1_5?k
eywords=4
s+lipo+batt
ery+5200
mah&qid=
16459388
49&sprefix
=4s+lipo+b
attery+520
0%2Caps
%2C208&
sr=8-5

8pcs XT60 Plug Male Female
Connector

931-1238-ND

343-CSJ-RGFB-100-MHF4-N
D

Amazon

https://ww
w.amazon.
com/dp/B0
7C5J43ZL/
ref=cm_sw
_r_cp_api_
i_8EYQSM
QGTJ6V8
RWM2KQ
K
Alla Alamsi

1

$10.99

$10.99

Digi Key

https://ww
w.digikey.c
om/en/pro
ducts/detai
l/taoglas-li
mited/AA-1
62-301111/
3945614
Alla Alamsi

1

$16.58

$16.58

Digi Key

https://ww
w.digikey.c
om/en/pro
ducts/detai
l/linx-techn
ologies-inc
/CSJ-RGF
B-100-MH
F4/108217
61
Alla Alamsi

1

$6.10

$6.10

Subtotal

$106.24
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Total

$340.51

Table 4: Hardware Bill of Materials

Import items for this system are the Arduino Mega and Raspberry Pi 4. All other
parts can be substituted and replaced with few tweaks to the embedded system. As
previously mentioned, the Raspberry Pi 4 is needed for streaming as well as
interacting with the IOT core. The Arduino Mega is used to control all motors as well
as translate commands received from IOT core into designed movements.
In our design we also decided to 3D print some of the hardware, more specifically, a
majority of the drivetrain. All gears, bearing blocks, adapters, collars, and motor
mounts were all printed out of PLA for this prototype. So far it has held remarkably
well despite all the testing we’ve done. This approach however led to issues in
percisise movement control due to tolerance, flexing, and bending issues. But the
inaccuracy resulted in a +- 4 inch accuracy of a given position. This satisfied our
needs and as such was not replaced.

Figure 16: Droid 3D printed drivetrain
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Embedded Software

The Embedded Software is all the software needed to control the robot aside of the
frontend. This consists of two parts: The Raspberry Pi 4 IOT Node code and the
Arduino Mega Controller code.

Raspberry Pi 4 IOT Node
The IOT Node code is written in python and provides the interface between AWS
IOT core and Arduino Mega. As previously described, it connects to MQTT server,
subscribing to the appropriate command channel, and reporting telemetry back.
Once a command is received, it is parsed and formatted into a movement
command understood by Controller code. This command is then sent over serial to
the Arduino Mega. Additionally, the Pi listens to GPS data coming over serial from
Arduino Mega, which constitutes all the telemetry data we have at the current
moment.
Additionally the IOT Node has a manual override mode, for local testing and
maneuvering. This is achieved by pairing a PS4 controller to Pi and listening to user
inputs. These inputs are then translated to move commands and sent over serial,
identical to the commands received over MQTT but bypassing that logic.

Arduino Mega Controller
The Controller code is written in C++ and serves as the robot's kinematic controller.
It takes in move commands from Raspberry Pi and creates movement paths. These
paths are then followed using a PID controller and encoder feedback for precise
movements. The controller also handles interfacing with the GPS module, getting
location data and reporting it back to Raspberry Pi via serial.

Final Design
The final build, shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18, came out amazingly. All parts fit
and only minor tweaks to electronic layout had to be done.
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Figure 17 and 18: Final Droid Design. Left - internals and Right - fully assembled
The project was demonstrated at the university union plaza (UU) and the entire
team was present there. The demo involved controlling the rover, testing GPS, and
watching the stream.
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Figure 18: Team picture with the rover named “Dr. Polyver”
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Reflections
Alla Alamsi

This project was a massive experience boost in IoT for me. I got to learn more about
the MQTT protocol and its integration into both embedded and web-based
software, a tech stack that I will be reusing in my future projects. I have learned a
lot more than that on the technical side, but I believe that the most valuable
experience that I have gained out of this project has been the process of seeing a
product from its conception as an idea all the way to its demonstration. Many of my
previous works have always come to an end and what remains from them are the
lessons that I have learned. However, this project is different, it will hopefully still
live long after my last line of code for it has been written. I believe that what we
have built is a foundation for many great things to come.

Diego Andrade

I am very happy to have been a part of this group and project. It was a great
experience trying to build a robot fully from scratch. All decisions were left up to us,
meaning design, approach, parts, controllers, and everything. Designing the robot
took quite awhile, with many mistakes and redesigns along the way, but it was very
enjoyable. I was able to learn different techniques in design, opening up my mind to
multi-material use as well as the limitations each material comes with. For
hardware, choosing motors and drivers was something I have never done. Looking
at all the specs and trying to determine if it would be good for application was
intense. Lastly, I’ve never attempted to code a real-time system. I came across many
problems with synchronization between Arduino, Pi, PS4 controller, MQTT and
Frontend server. I know my skill set has definitely grown and am ready for Rev 2 of
our Polyrovers. I hope this project survives and this idea gets picked up by others
because there is so much potential here as well as opportunities to learn.

Eric Lei
I originally thought creating a robot that could allow people to tour campus virtually
would be quite difficult. I am glad I had knowledgeable teammates that were able
to recommend me frameworks to look into. I have never worked with a raspberry pi
before so I was nervous to get started with it. Once I discovered that it is a regular
Linux system, a large portion of my fears were relieved. There are many resources
for Linux systems that made it easier to guide what I needed to do. After working
with a raspberry pi, I began to see more applicable ways to use it. For example,
when I was researching audio communication, I discovered that the framework I
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applied could also be used to set up an internet radio station. I have been curious
about internet radio since I discovered one of the characters from the TV show, All
American, starting one to discuss racism in her daily life. I am also glad that IoT
Core was easy to get set up since Amazon provides many resources and guides for
clients to connect to it. I am grateful for the senior project because it will make me
more confident in the future when I need to discover and apply new frameworks.

Neil Patel
I found this project to be well worth my time. I had been longing to work with
something more complex with Arduinos ever since CPE 123 and got my wish
granted. Since Embedded Systems is an industry I want to get into, this project and
specifically working with GPS only boosted my interest in it. I also got to network
with Dr. Seng and see Herbie in action, as well as research other interesting topics
like API integration, geofencing, and A/V streaming. Since the GPS aspect of this
project was not that complex, I was working on it individually. However, this time I
felt much more prepared tackling Arduinos as compared to CPE 123; I was able to
test, debug and successfully deploy working GPS scripts to my team and that made
me feel more accomplished and a bigger part of the team. I think we were able to
meet our MVP goals and hopefully, our project is something that can be used as a
stepping stone for something greater in the IoT department at Cal Poly.

Next Steps
Audio Streaming

We only have one-way audio, but we would like to have two-way audio between the
web app and Pi. This will provide a more immersive experience for the people
controlling the robot and the people that come in contact with it as well. The Pi is
able to play live audio from Icecast/SHOUTcast streams very easily. The main issue
we ran into is figuring out how to use web sockets to send live audio from the web
app to an Icecast server. A recommendation is to use User Space Video4Linux
(UV4L). This supports audio communication over HTML5. Another feature this has is
audio encryption, although the resources on a single Pi may not be able to decrypt
and decode the audio while running OBS Studio. If encryption is important, it may
be worth considering running UV4L on a separate Pi. It does not need to be as
powerful as the Raspberry Pi 4.

Scalability

The system was developed with scalability in mind, a quick reminder that the
system intends to support many rovers at a time and thousands of users in queues
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and many more spectators. We encourage any further work on this project to be
done with this idea of scalability in mind.

Bugs & Polishing
OBS Studio
OBS Studio is not officially supported on Linux Debian, but is fully supported on
Ubuntu. One way to avoid the extra configuration steps for the installation of OBS
is to run Ubuntu on the Raspberry spi instead. This will result in less bugs and
crashes in OBS Studio.
Queue System
The queue system was developed very in the project and at the time it worked well
with what was expected. However, as the project neared completion, many
features which the frontend applications needed to meet its goals required extra
functionality to be carried by the queue system.
An example of that is the ability of the frontend app to display the queue position
of the user, which would have required that all the queue items be downloaded by
each user in order to calculate the position. However, that is obviously inefficient,
instead the system integrated an additional attribute to each queue item that
included the position. This requires that the queue position attribute (qpos) be
updated after any queue item is added or deleted. This also worked well, but to
implement the feature, the functionality had to be supported with a lambda
function. This further convoluted the system, on the backend side at least. The
frontend implementation of the queue system has also gotten very convoluted.
The frontend currently uses many timers to ping the backend for updated data. It
does the same for the queue item when the user is queued. This works well until it’s
time to switch into the controller state, which sounds like it shouldn’t be an issue,
but when switching states, the queue ping timer is still running and it checks for an
item that doesn’t exist anymore, since the queue item had to be deleted when
becoming the controller.
In conclusion, a redesign of the queue system is necessary for the reliability of the
overall system.
Minor Bugs
It should come to no one’s surprise that the delivered project has bugs. I’m sure
that there are many more bugs that have not been discovered yet. The major bugs
are easy to detect and have consumed most of our time, but the minor bugs which
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can be just as damaging as the major ones, while they may be easy to solve when
discovered, the issue still remains that they are not easy to discover. It is important
to keep all of that in mind and be on the lookout for errors and unexpected
behaviors.
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Appendices
Appendix A - Command to Download Prerequisites for OBS Studio
sudo apt install build-essential checkinstall cmake git libmbedtls-dev libasound2-dev
libavcodec-dev libavdevice-dev libavfilter-dev libavformat-dev libavutil-dev
libcurl4-openssl-dev libfontconfig1-dev libfreetype6-dev libgl1-mesa-dev libjack-jackd2-dev
libjansson-dev libluajit-5.1-dev libpulse-dev libqt5x11extras5-dev libspeexdsp-dev
libswresample-dev libswscale-dev libudev-dev libv4l-dev libvlc-dev libx11-dev libx11-xcb1
libx11-xcb-dev libxcb-xinput0 libxcb-xinput-dev libxcb-randr0 libxcb-randr0-dev
libxcb-xfixes0 libxcb-xfixes0-dev libx264-dev libxcb-shm0-dev libxcb-xinerama0-dev
libxcomposite-dev libxinerama-dev pkg-config python3-dev qtbase5-dev libqt5svg5-dev
swig libwayland-dev qtbase5-private-dev libpci-dev

Appendix B - Commands to Download Encoder
wget http://ftp.debian.org/debian/pool/non-free/f/fdk-aac/libfdk-aac2_2.0.1-1_armhf.deb
wget
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http://ftp.debian.org/debian/pool/non-free/f/fdk-aac/libfdk-aac-dev_2.0.1-1_armhf.deb
sudo dpkg -i libfdk-aac2_2.0.1-1_armhf.deb
sudo dpkg -i libfdk-aac-dev_2.0.1-1_armhf.deb

Appendix C - Command to Download OBS Studio Source Code
sudo git clone --recursive https://github.com/obsproject/obs-studio.git

Appendix D - Commands to Install OBS Studio from Source Code
sudo mkdir build
cd build
sudo cmake -DUNIX_STRUCTURE=1 -DCMAKE_INSTALL_PREFIX=/usr
-DENABLE_PIPEWIRE=OFF -DBUILD_BROWSER=OFF ..
sudo make -j4
sudo make install

Appendix E - Meeting Minutes
January 7, 2022
-

-

-

-

End product does not matter
Needed:
- Local intelligence, reading something locally
- Data sent to cloud, where some greater intelligence is created or some
other level of data or intelligence is mixed in
- Send back down to node
Objective:
- What set of hardware or cloud software would be best fit in context of
CPE 316
Notes:
- Some professors believe to use some higher level device maybe
running linux
- Could look at curating AWS to keep it simple
- $200 reimbursed per student, but try to use less expensive
- $50 or less for boards
- Can start with IOT “hello world”
- Look into Cal Poly IOT network
- Github like environment to see a collection of devices, central hub
- Mid size robot with wheel that moves around, have camera and mic,
have a website where people can queue in and controller robot
For next week Jan 14:
- Meet before next week, to discuss on projects and agree
- Could be 1, could be 2, could be 4 individual
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-

- 1 Page proposal, summary, block diagram, etc.
For next meet on Jan 17:
- Think about ideas, coming back and adding as necessary

January 14, 2022
-

-

-

Project desired feature:
- Entertaining
- Mesh network
- Visually appealing frontend/UI
- For cloud, as a website or app seeing all devices / cloud status
- For node, as in on the physical device
- I.E using Twitch chat and displaying messages on screen
- Remote Capabilities?
- Privacy Issues? Geofencing for mobile devices.
- Security Issues / Causing disruptions
- Security
- Key feature? As in displayed publicly Or just in background
- Very simple or least amount of time in mechanical design, due to
limited time
IOT infrastructure:
- AWS - research capabilities
Kick Start:
- Start ball rolling by beginning with IOT hello world, then focus in on
capabilities and project
Project Candidates:
- Time shared on a device from internet, allowing control over device
- Ideas:
- Allow for Dr. Oliver's students from Ghana to use, a.k.a all
over world
- Using Twitch as medium of streaming and pulling controls
- Problems:
- Battery power vs outlet
- Cal Poly Tour robot / Virtual Student / Zoomer
- Ideas:
- Like https://www.calpoly.edu/tours/virtual-tours
- Set up on pole on UU, but rotatable by users to allow for
360 view
- Use multiple at key locations
- Have screen to show chat from stream
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-

-

Problems:
- How is mesh network implemented?
- Pros:
- Useful for university in the long term
UU plaza robots to interact with Cal Poly
- Ideas:
- Like https://youtu.be/vsTTXYxydOE
- Play games with students
- Puzzles
- Allow for modular design, allowing for others to
create pieces and add-on (similar to 5)
- TV stands with motorized wheels
- Rube Goldberg machine
- For example 316 students can create a part and
whole class work can be displayed
- Problems:
- Disconnecting from wifi between routes

January 17, 2022
-

-

-

-

We have chosen to work as a group of 4 to create a robot of sorts that roams
campus
Minimum Viable Product:
- Streaming video and audio
- Remote controlled via a web app
- Geofency / keeping our robot where we’d like it to be and not
Reach Goals:
- Easy to manufacture bot
- Add more ways to interact with students, like handing out fliers
Problems:
- Wifi connectivity:
- Wifi blocks: Get this working in one wifi block first, then figure
out how to move across wifi blocks afterwards
- Dead zones?
- Using Cal Poly IOT
Type of computer:
- 1 Microprocessor at least, potentially using microcontroller for
movement

January 18, 2022
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-

Dr. Seng? Reaching out about his robot - if there are any synergies between
our and their projects (functionality, etc.) w/o trying to encroach on their
territory - Neil or anyone who knows the professor?
This time next week - This is what we are going to build (define what the
robot does)
Try different web cloud services
- 1 for each or split work and research

January 23, 2022
-

Things that can be started now
- Web app
Cheap chassis of amazon to get started this week
Goals:
- Alla: look into chassis and motor controllers
- Eric: Look into AWS
- https://aws.amazon.com/iot-core/
- Diego: Look into needed hardware

January 24, 2022
-

-

Next week goal:
- 2 cloud platforms:
- AWS is being looked at
- IFFT? Was used last time
- Azure was looked into but AWS was favorable
Look at different platforms, look at was is suitable for robotics and also for
316
What hardware platforms?
- ESP32 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vPcJ5HOVSRQ

January 28, 2022 (Meeting with Dr. Seng)
-

-

Synergies
If there are elements you can help us out/guide with/blatantly give
How Herbie connects to the network, if it moves from one Wifi block to
another and how it does that, if it is cloud connected, how did you manage to
create the map network if iti uses such a thing to navigate the halls
Our minimum goal is to stream audio and video, and to control it remotely
using a web app
Pitfalls to avoid and how
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-

Potential first product: robot that navigates the EE/CPE building (not
autonomous)
Robot cleans floor under it so that it doesn’t cause obstructions to the
workers
Notes:
- Hardware compression, some cameras have built in (h.264 or better)
for A/V
https://www.logitech.com/en-us/video-collaboration/resources/think-t
ank/articles/article-logitech-and-h264-encoding.html
- RasbPi might have built in, NVIDIA jetson nano has built in
- Pololu https://www.pololu.com
- Priority - get streaming to work

January 30, 2022
-

-

Raspberry Pi has hardware encoding for H.264 (check for raspberry pi 3b+
features)
Current Task:
- Video Feed / Streaming
- Robot UI
- Motor interface
- System Architecture for app
Individual Tasks:
- Eric: Research AWS and other cloud services
- Alla: Kickstart the Figma design and work on streaming with Diego
- Neil: Research different API’s for streaming (Twitch, Discord, etc.)
- Diego: Base design ideas and streaming from Pi

February 2, 2022
-

Using Raspian is good for our project
Still wants us to evaluate different cloud services
- AWS is not free however
Software subscriptions are not refundable through school
Assign:
- Who’s going to lead the hardware build
- Who’s going to look at other IoT stuff
- Frontend

February 13, 2022
-

Figma front end layout is workable
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-

Work can begin - Alla and Eric
Authentication for queue
- Login
Back end
- AWS - Alla and Eric
Hardware we can begin ordering
- GPS https://www.adafruit.com/product/746
- Batteries 4S suggested by Dr. Seng

February 14, 2022
-

Showed professor Oliver our Figma design
Next Monday is a holiday - send an email update

February 28, 2022
-

Add more detail to milestones
Make gantt chart
Add QR code to robot body

*Next 3-4 meetings were done via email updates due to dead week, finals week and
spring break
March 28, 2022
-

Alla talked about his progress on backend dynamo database and front end
Neil to take on GPS and geofencing implementation into front end
Discussed Github repos for entire code base
- Alla making github
Discussed chassis and control progress

April 1, 2022
-

-

Dr. Oliver meeting update
Review front end design
- Audio stream backwards from operator to robot
- Security of audio, censorship
- Have predefined phrases
https://ifttt.com/
- Cloud infrastructure for driving robot from
Augmenting GPS with encoder data with common filter or pid filter

April 29, 2022
-

What is the future of the project
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-

Alla - Maybe robotics club might like it

*Rest of the meeting were focused on development updates and check-ins

Appendix F - Related Work
● Raspberry Pi Wifi Controlled Video Streaming Robot:
https://www.instructables.com/Raspberry-Pi-Wifi-Video-Streaming-Robot/
● Browser Streaming Robot With The GoPiGo:
https://www.dexterindustries.com/GoPiGo/projects/python-examples-for-the-raspb
erry-pi/browser-video-streaming-robot-gopigo3/
● Raspberry Pi Delivery Robot Controlled by Live Stream Chat:
https://www.tomshardware.com/news/raspberry-pi-delivery-robot-droiid
● Video Streaming Raspberry Pi Robot & Camera:
https://www.learnrobotics.org/blog/video-streaming-raspberry-pi-robot-camera/
● IOT-Based Wi-Fi Surveillance Robot with Real-Time Audio and Video
Streaming:
https://www.springerprofessional.de/en/iot-based-wi-fi-surveillance-robot-with-real
-time-audio-and-vide/17631646
● GPS Guided Robot:
https://www.instructables.com/How-to-Build-a-GPS-Guided-Robot/
● GPS Guided Robotic Car (Arduino UNO):
https://circuitcellar.com/research-design-hub/gps-guides-robotic-car-2/
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